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################################################################################### 
      Talk to CHIEF of the programmer team (A man wearing the costume of Golden Bear) 
################################################################################### 

CHIEF: Gu...gu...gu...gyahh! Go...GOLDEN...F...F...FLA...FLA... 
HERO : Please! Wake up! 

(battle) 

CHIEF: You are the one who talked to me in my dream, aren't you ?  
       I didn't think you are such a boy... 
HERO : In your dream ? 
CHIEF: Your voice reached ears of me who lost my mind... 
       It's only you who can make him recover his mind... 
HERO : Who is "him" ? 
CHIEF: The CHIEF of the design team...who was my best friend. 
HERO : Best friend ? Did you get quarrel with him, though he was your best friend?  
CHIEF: He was my best friend, therefore I never compromized with him on it. 
HERO : ...
CHIEF: I'll ask you. Can you help him like you made me recover my mind ? 
       Many years ago, I aimed to be a game programmer with pure heart like you... 
       I'll bet you. 
HERO : I'll respond if you chose me. 
CHIEF: Stand in front of the door of next room (the colored wall), 
       and use the GOLDEN FLAG (push A button). The way will be opened. 
       But, be careful. Poison air is more deep there. 
       There are many people who lost their mind. 

(A sound of a flag growing was heard somewhere.) 

################################################################################### 
                         Talk to YAYOI (Heroine) 
################################################################################### 

YAYOI: You...got here at last. 
HERO : What happened to you ? You looks pale. 
YAYOI: Because of this smoke. My function will get trouble... 
HERO : What ? 
YAYOI: Well, don't mind. What can take this smoke away ? 
HERO : Maybe ventilation fan can. OK, I'll find it. 



(Turn the Ventilation fan on.) 

YAYOI: Unexpectedly, you are helpful. 
HERO : "Unexpectedly"...? You are sharp-tongued... 
YAYOI: Hu...I praised you. Take this. 
HERO : What is it ? 
YAYOI: Cellular phone. I call you sometime. 

(HERO got a cellular phone.) 

YAYOI: OK, I'll return to my job. You should also return to your job  
       and occupy this development room. 
HERO : "occupy"...She is aggressive... By the way, why is she in a hurry ?  
       What is she doing ? 

(A sound of a flag growing was heard somewhere.) 

################################################################################### 
      Talk to KING_OF_DOT (The staff who is painted by the colored dots.) 
################################################################################### 

KING_OF_DOT: 
  Yeah! I completed the new version poster of the pretty girl, "DOT.com"! Moe! Moe! 
  It's time of the girl who is young and slender with glasses. 
  But why couldn't CHIEF understand the greatness of the "moe" ? 
  He said the moe wasn't necessary for the games. 
  He will never allow me to put it up. 

################################################################################### 
    Go to the design booth (HERO hears the CHIEF of the designer team and staff talking.) 
################################################################################### 

CHIEF: What! Did you say that my wonderful picture can't be used ? 
STAFF: But...it's impossible to use 200,000 polygons for a garbage can. 
       It takes so large memory capacity that the slowdown of processing will occur. 
       It is nothing but a garbage can. Even 64 polygons are enough for it. 
CHIEF: I don't care about slowdown. I'll remove you, who said so. 
STAFF: Oh! No! Help! Gyah! 
CHIEF: It's because you opposed to me.  

(The design staffs disappeared.) 

CHIEF: Who are you?  
HERO : You are cruel to remove your staffs. 
CHIEF: what ? It's because they said stupidly that memory will lack. 
       Or do you rob the programmer team of the memory capacity for me? 
HERO : I can never do such a thing. Why don't you make games with all other staffs 
together ?
CHIEF: Together ? Did you say "together"? What games do you think we make together?  
       Idealism! 
       Faultfinding! 
       Casual commands from the executive! 
       Everybody expresses scattering opinions without considering me, who must manage 
them.
       Therefore, I decided. I am the rule! Everybody must make games under my order! 
HERO : No... The games can't be made by only you. 
CHIEF: Shut up! ...!? Hey, you! Is it the GOLDEN FLAG which you have ? 
       Give it to me! I am the greatest!  
HERO : I can't do it by any means! 



(battle) 

CHIEF: You, you made me recover my mind... 
       I can't believe...such a boy like you...  
HERO : I promised the CHIEF of the programmer team that I persuade you  
       and make games together. 
CHIEF: You promised...him... How did he talk about me ? 
HERO : ...He said...you are the best friend of him. 
CHIEF: I understand... I had treated him severely. 
       Although the MANAGER had commanded me, I made him wear the costume. 
HERO : Why...? 
CHIEF: He didn't agree with the MANAGER. 
       He was against the MANAGER to bring the game up to the level  
       he was satisfied with, ignoring the schedule. 
       The MANAGER got angry. 
HERO : It's... 
CHIEF: ...The MANAGER said to me, that he would assess me well, 
       if I could keep schedule. 
       I didn't make games only for money, but amount of the earning is the pride of us. 
       I was young...I stuck to such a thing.  
       After all...I lost both my pride and my best friend. 
       What do you expect such a foolish man ? 
HERO : Let's do it again! 
CHIEF: Ha! You say so freely. What can be understood by such a boy like you? 
HERO : ...nothing...no knowledge, no experience... 
       but this is the only words that I can say now.  
       I'll say again and again. Let's do it! Let's do it again! 
CHIEF: Nothing is logical. You are stupid...extremely. 
       But...there was such a stupid man before. 
       Ke! I'm pleased with you, though I don't agree. 
       Hey, come here every time you want design staffs. 
       If staffs don't follow you, I'll vanish them. 
HERO : Thanks, but please don't vanish someone. 
       ...by the way, what about staffs you vanished? 
CHIEF: Don't be worried. I'll revive them. 
HERO : Alright, I'll persuade the MANAGER. 
CHIEF: You ? ...persuade the MANAGER ? 
       Yes...I guess you can do it. 
       GOLDEN FLAG can open the door. I expect you. 

(A sound of a flag growing was heard somewhere.) 

################################################################################### 
    Go to the data room and talk to a middle age man. 
################################################################################### 

He said he wants a moe moe poster. Get and give it to him. 
A sound of a flag growing will be heard somewhere. 

################################################################################### 
           Talk to FLAGMAN (The red man standing near the entrance.) 
################################################################################### 

FLAGMAN: At last, a man who reached here appeared.  
         I'm the keeper of the flower garden in the back. 
HERO   : You looks like FLAGMAN, who stood at the entrance... 
FLAGMAN: It's common in the game world. By the way, you did well! Boy. 
         The flags you stood are whispering to me that you are the savior of  
         the development room. 
HERO   : Well... 



FLAGMAN: But you must receive the last trial. 
         There is a room called "the garden of flag flowers". 
         Once, various gorgeous flowers like "prize", "million seller"..., bloomed 
         and led this A development room to the prosperity. 
         But now...I can't tell you the reason...they all withered up. 
         Now, walk through the garden with the GOLDEN FLAG in your hand. 
         Flag flowers will bloom at your footprint. 
         Walk 25 steps without stomping them. 
         When all the flag flowers bloom, the way will be opened. 

(A sound of a flag growing was heard somewhere.) 

Walk through as FLAGMAN said. 

################################################################################### 
                      Go into the room beyond the yard. 
################################################################################### 

HERO   : What!? What are they doing here !? 
MANAGER: Gwahahahaha! yes, develop it! Do you understand ? Games are, after all, goods! 
         Grasping the popular models at that time, Mass-producing the similar titles, 
         and earning the money! That's all!  
         Imitate hot-selling products of other companies ! That's the iron-bound rule! 
         Throw your emotion away! Become a machine ! You are the chosen game developers! 
         ...Mmm, who are you !? 
HERO   : I beg you! Please let me make games here! 
         I want to make the original games with the plan which never exists before. 
MANAGER: Never exists before ? Stupid! Who takes the responsibility of such a plan,  
         if the game won't sell ? 

(In a sense, that's right.) 

HERO   : But, in your way, we can't open up new customers any more. 
         It's worth challenging! Please! 
MANAGER: Boy, who knows nothing about business ! 
         I'll let you know the severeness of the salaried worker society! 

(battle) 

MANAGER: ...I didn't know there is a man like you in the game industry. 
HERO   : Please! Let me make the games! 
MANAGER: Hum...I see. I'll let you do it. Show your guts! 
HERO   : Thank you very much! 

################################################################################### 
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